
  
My Sermon from last Sunday October 15, 2017, ‘19th after Pentecost’  ~  “Be Of The Same Mind” 

 
May the peace of God guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.  Amen. 

(from Philippians 4: 7) 
 
Conflict is a fact of life, isn’t it?  Conflict exists within churches, within workplaces, within 
friendships, within marriages.  The key is to acknowledge and to resolve the conflict, if at all possible. 
 
There was once a couple who had been married for 60 years. Throughout their life they had shared 
everything.  They loved each other deeply.  They had not kept any secrets from one another, except 
for a small shoebox that the wife kept in the top shelf of her closet.  When they got married, she put 
the box there and asked her husband never to look inside of it and never to ask questions about its 
contents.  For 60 years the man honored his wife's request.  In fact, he forgot about the box until a 
day when his wife grew gravely ill, and the doctors were sure she had no way of recovering.  So the 
man, putting his wife's affairs into order, remembered that box in the top of her closet, got it down, 
and brought it to her at the hospital.  He asked her if perhaps now they might be able to open it.  She 
agreed.  They opened the box, and inside were two crocheted dolls and a roll of money that totaled 
$95,000.  The man was astonished. 
 
The woman told her husband that the day before they were married, her grandmother told her that if 
she and her husband were ever to get into an argument with one another, they should work hard to 
reconcile, and if they were unable to reconcile, she should simply keep her mouth shut and crochet a 
doll.  The man was touched by this, because there were only two crocheted dolls in the box.  He was 
amazed that over 60 years of marriage, they apparently had had only two conversations that they 
were unable to reconcile.  Tears came to his eyes, and he grew even more deeply in love with this 
woman.  Then he asked about the roll of money. "What's with this?" he asked.  His wife said, "Well, 
every time I crocheted a doll, I sold it to a local craft shop for five dollars." 
 
We sometimes glorify the past and forget that many of the issues of the past still exist today.  Take the 
early church, for example.  There were as many problems in the early Christian church as there are today. 
   
One of the problems that existed then and exists today is conflict.  Knowing how to resolve conflict, 
knowing how to be an effective mediator, knowing how to live in Christ and to resolve conflict in 
Christ is essential for the health and vitality of the faith community.  (For example, Moses was an 
amazing mediator between the Hebrews and God.) 
 
I can honestly say that in our 12 years of walking together at St. Paul’s, we have endured few 
unresolved conflict situations.  Why?  Because of your willingness to pray and to practice your faith.   
 
That doesn’t mean there won’t be disagreements.  Of course there will be.  But the disagreements 
will be handled with a desire to reconcile and to work together and to “be of the same mind” in the 
Lord.  I am quoting from the words of St. Paul in his letter to the Philippians. 
 
Paul wrote his letters to individual churches in the communities that he visited.  These communities 
were groups of Christians who worshipped in homes.  As a result, the letters are deeply personal.  I 
am sure that Paul had no idea that the letters he wrote would become part of the New Testament and 
would be read in churches throughout the world for over 2,000 years! 
 
The passage from Philippians 4 is particularly revealing.  Paul doesn’t give us much detail which in 
itself is revealing because it means probably everyone in the church in Philippi, Greece knew what 
was going on.  Two of the church leaders were fighting and the quarrel is so severe that Paul is 
worried about unity in the church.  As we know, unresolved conflict eats away at the vitality of the 
church.  It is particularly harmful when the leaders are fighting. 
  
If we want St. Paul’s to become unhealthy, then all we have to do is begin to fight, and to divide 
ourselves into groups.  I promise you that I will continue to do everything that I can to keep this from 
happening.  I love the people at St. Paul’s way too much! 
 
Two of the leaders, 2 women, are not in unity.  It is not surprising to us that Philippi was blessed with 
female leaders.  After all, the first person that Paul baptized in Europe was a business woman named 
Lydia.  She went on to begin a church in Philippi and this church included many interesting people 
who had converted  ~  a female fortune-teller, and a jailer and his family. 
 



The two women are named Euodica (“You-oh-dee-ah”) and Syntyche (Sin-tea-key).  Paul addresses 
both women.  He does not take sides, which is what an effective mediator does.  We have some 
people in the congregation who are experts in dispute resolution and these are the qualities that I 
witness in them. 
 
Paul urges each woman  ~  I urge Euodia and I urge Syntyche ~ to reconcile in the Lord.  He writes, 
“be of the same mind in the Lord.”  (Philippians 4:2).  Paul also enlists the help of others in the 
church in Philippi to be mediators.  Paul is not in Philippi when he writes this letter.  Paul is in prison.  
Imagine spending his time in prison reaching out to others in Christ’s love, joy, and gratitude. 
 
Paul believes that the key to dispute resolution is to rejoice in the presence of the Lord, to be gentle, and 
to pray without ceasing.  We are to be Christlike and to do everything we can to resolve the conflict. 
   
We must believe that unity in the church is vital and essential.  If we wish to bring heaven here on 
earth, we must create unity.  This doesn’t mean giving in or giving up.  It means developing solutions 
based on the peace and on the presence of God. 
 
The few words in the last chapter of Philippians make us hungry for more detail.  Did these two 
women, who have each worked hard to build the church, ever reconcile?  Did they swallow their pride 
and let go of their egos?  Did they take positive steps to reconcile by taking on Christ’s humility? 
 
We have some indirect historical evidence that, perhaps, they did reconcile.  Early in the second century, 
the church in Philippi wrote to the church leader Bishop Polycarp.  They asked about another minister 
who was arrested and taken to Rome.  We don’t have their letter, but Polycarp’s reply was preserved. 
 
Polycarp commends the congregation in Philippi, writing that they “have followed the example of 
true love and have helped on their way, as opportunity offered, those who were bound in chains.”  
Then he adds, “I rejoice also that your firmly rooted faith, renowned since early days, endures to the 
present and produces fruit for our Lord Jesus Christ.” 
 
These words could only be spoken about a congregation that had developed and maintained unity.  
Can we conclude that Euodia and Syntyche resolved their differences?  The answer is lost in history, 
but perhaps Polycarp’s letter gives us some indirect evidence that they did.  If we want the legacy of 
St. Paul’s to continue and to build and to grow, we must maintain unity.  My prayer for St. Paul’s is 
that we are known for our unity.  This doesn’t mean we are robots and all think alike.  How boring!  
This means that we are willing to resolve our differences and stay in community with each other. 
 
We don’t have any evidence but I believe that the reason Paul is adamant in wanting Euodia and 
Syntyche to mend fences is because Paul experienced firsthand the pain of unresolved conflict.  We 
read in the Book of Acts Chapter 15 that Paul and Barnabus split over a conflict concerning a young 
disciple named John Mark.  As far as we know, Paul and Barnabus never resolved their conflict and 
never saw each other again.  It must have been a terrible fight! 
 
They were friends, and colleagues who worked together spreading the gospel.  In fact it was Barnabus 
who recruited Paul into ministry.  I think that Paul was broken-hearted over what had happened and 
resolved to never let it happen again between friends. 
  
Since I have been in ministry 17 years, I have learned much about resolving conflict.  Reconciliation 
doesn’t work when our egos get involved and our desire to be right gets involved.  It takes openness 
and humility.  In my ministry, I have been blessed with experiencing the grace of reconciliation.  It is 
a glorious event when 2 people come together in the love of Christ. 
  
Sometimes, though, the reconciliation does not happen.  That is painful and lonely.  Sometimes 
people, out of their pain and fear, do not want to reconcile.  That is the risk we take when we reach 
out to others in the name of the Lord.  Know that Jesus himself knew how this alienation felt.  He is 
always with us. 
   
I urge you to always, always try.  In the words of Paul, “The Lord is near.  Let your requests be 
made known to God.” 
 
Life is too short and too precious. 
 
Let us pray:  Gracious God, thank you for the gift of the wonderful people at St. Paul’s.  Bless us 
with the grace and the humility and the openness to resolve our differences.  Help us to be of the 
same mind in the Lord.  Amen. 
 



Archdeacon Deborah+ 
 


